Abstract. In this paper, we present a unified analysis of both convergence and optimality of adaptive mixed finite element methods for a class of problems when the finite element spaces and corresponding a posteriori error estimates under consideration satisfy five hypotheses. We prove that these five conditions are sufficient for convergence and optimality of the adaptive algorithms under consideration. The main ingredient for the analysis is a new method to analyze both discrete reliability and quasi-orthogonality. This new method arises from an appropriate and natural choice of the norms for both the discrete displacement and stress spaces, namely, a mesh-dependent discrete H 1 norm for the former and a L 2 norm for the latter, and a newly defined projection operator from the discrete stress space on the coarser mesh onto the discrete divergence free space on the finer mesh. As applications, we prove these five hypotheses for the Raviart-Thomas and Brezzi-Douglas-Marini elements of the Poisson and Stokes problems in both 2D and 3D.
Introduction
This paper is devoted to convergence and optimality of adaptive mixed finite element methods (AMFEMs) for the problem of the following form: Given f ∈ L 2 (Ω), find (σ, u) ∈ Σ × U such that
In the paper, we refer to Σ as the stress space, and U as the displacement space. Here, Ω is a simply connected bounded domain in R d (d = 2, 3) with the boundary ∂Ω, and Σ, U are Sobolev spaces defined as
with n some positive integer. Furthermore, we assume A is a linear, bounded and semi-definite operator, satisfying for any τ ∈ Σ, with the H −1 (Ω) norm defined as ψ H −1 (Ω) := sup
For convenience, we will also use τ A to denote (A τ, τ )
1/2 L 2 (Ω) when there is no confusion. Many problems can be attributed to the form of (1.1). For example, when
the problem (1.1) is essentially the mixed formulation of the Poisson problem; when
with the d × d identity matrix I d×d , then the problem (1.1) becomes the pseudostress-velocity formulation of the stationary Stokes problem, see for instance, [4, 11, 12, 19] and the references therein. Here and throughout this paper, the trace operator tr is defined as
τ ii for any matrix τ ∈ R d×d .
For the problem (1.1), the theory of the reliable and efficient a posteriori error analysis has been in some sense relatively mature. We refer the interested readers to [9, 2, 8, 13, 42, 41, 32, 1, 31, 30] and the references therein for a posteriori error estimates of the mixed finite element methods of the Poisson problem and [19] for a posteriori error estimates of the mixed finite element methods of the Stokes problem within the pseudostress-velocity formulation. We also mention the references [26, 14, 40, 15, 25] for the other related works.
As for the convergence and optimality analysis, there have been several results for adaptive conforming and nonconforming finite element methods [5, 23, 34, 35, 7, 33, 28, 39, 21, 36, 27, 16] ; while for AMFEMs, research efforts are made mainly on the Poisson problem. Carstensen and Hoppe [18] established the first error reduction and convergence of the adaptive lowest-order Raviart-Thomas element method, and similar results can be found in [6, 20] . Later, in [22, 24] convergence and optimality were analyzed for the Raviart-Thomas and Brezzi-Douglas-Marini elements of any order. By using the discrete Helmholtz decomposition, Huang and Xu [29] extended the above results to the 3D case. For the mixed finite elements of the Stokes problem within the pseudostress-velocity formulation, Carstensen et. al [17] proved convergence and optimality of the adaptive lowest-order Raviart-Thomas element. The main ingredients therein are some novel equivalence between the lowest-order Raviart-Thomas and Crouzeix-Raviart elements, and a particular Helmholtz decomposition of deviatoric tensors for the 2D case. However, the analysis can neither be generalized to the Raviart-Thomas and Brezzi-Douglas-Marini elements of any order, nor to the 3D case. We refer interested readers to [16] for a comprehensive review of the state of art of this field and also a wonderful simultaneous axiomatic analysis of both convergence and optimality of adaptive finite element methods of several classes of linear and nonlinear problems.
This paper aims at a unified convergence and optimality analysis of AMFEMs of the problem (1.1) in both two and three dimensional cases. The main result states that if the mixed finite element methods and associated a posteriori error estimates satisfy five hypotheses, see more details in next section, the corresponding adaptive algorithms converge with optimal rates in the nonlinear approximate sense. The unified analysis is based on a new method to establish both discrete reliability and quasi-orthogonality, which are two main and indispensable ingredients for the convergence and optimality analysis of adaptive finite element methods. In fact, in contrary to [18, 6, 22, 20, 24, 29, 17] , the discrete displacement space is endowed with a mesh-dependent discrete H 1 norm, which defines one component of the new method. Hence the L 2 norm becomes a natural norm for the discrete stress space. The other component of the new method is to introduce a projection operator from the discrete stress space on the coarser mesh onto the discrete divergence free space on the finer mesh. As applications, the Raviart-Thomas and Brezzi-Douglas-Marini elements of any order of both the Poisson problem and the Stokes problem within the pseudostress-velocity formulation in 2D and 3D are proved to satisfy these five hypotheses. Therefore the corresponding adaptive schemes admit optimal convergence. As a result, it extends the optimal convergence result for the first order Raviart-Thomas element of the Stokes problem in 2D from [17] to the more general case.
Throughout this paper, the notation a b represents that there exists a generic positive constant C, which is independent of the mesh parameter h and may not be the same at different occurrences, such that a ≤ Cb. The symbol a ≈ b means a b a.
Let v, β = (β 1 , · · · , β d ) T and τ = (τ ij ) d×d be scalar, vector and tensor functions of two or three variables respectively, and let
T denote the ith row for τ with i = 1, · · · , d. We define the grad, div, curl and rot operators by
Moreover, for the tensor function τ , we define its tangential component by
For a given Lebesgue measurable set
to denote the Hilbert space of square integrable functions or matrix-value fields, respectively, with inner product (·, ·) L 2 (G) . Here and thereafter we will omit R or R d×n for simplicity when there is no risk of confusion.
We also define the following spaces
equipped with norms
respectively, where
. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present notation and five hypotheses. In Section 3, we show discrete reliability and quasi-orthogonality under these five hypotheses. In Section 4, we prove convergence and optimality of the adaptive algorithms while in Section 5 we check these five hypotheses for two examples.
Notation and Hypothesis
Let T h be some shape-regular triangulation of Ω and E h the set of all edges or faces in T h . We indicate by h K := |K| 1/d and h E := |E| 1/(d−1) the size for each K ∈ T h and each E ∈ E h , respectively. Note that all geometric entities are closed sets. Given K ∈ T h and E ∈ E h , define the element-patch and the edge/face-patch by
respectively. Given any interior edge/face E ∈ E h , let ν E be a unit normal vector, and [·]| E := ·| K + − ·| K − be the jump across the edge/face E = K + ∩ K − shared by the two elements K + , K − ∈ T h . While for the boundary edge/face E, ν E denotes the unit outer vector normal to ∂Ω, and the jump [·]| E := ·| K + for the unique element K + with E ⊂ K + . When d = 2 let t E be the unit tangential vector of E.
Let T h be a refinement of T H , and R := T H \T h = {K ∈ T H |K ∈ T h } be the set of refined elements from T H to T h ,R := {K ∈ T H |K ∩ K ′ = ∅ for some K ′ ∈ R}. Also, let U h and U H , Σ h and Σ H , H h (curl, Ω) and H H (curl, Ω) be finite element subspaces of U , Σ and H(curl, Ω) defined on T h and T H , respectively.
The mixed finite element method is to solve (1.1) in the pair of the finite dimensional spaces
Let Q h be the L 2 -projection operator from U onto the space U h . The edge or face error estimator with respect to a given subset M h ⊆ T h is defined by, [19, 29] ,
And given f ∈ L 2 (Ω), define the data oscillation by
In particular, Z h (0) is the kernel space of the discrete divergence operator, which is also called the discrete divergence free space. Let (σ h , u h ) be the solution of (2.1), we then have the following key property
We follow [3, Lemma 2.1] to endow the space U h with the following discrete H 1 norm: for a given set G consisting of elements
When G = Ω, the subscript is omitted. Hence the naturally matched norm for the space Σ h is the the L 2 norm. Next, we propose five hypotheses, which are sufficient for convergence and optimality of AMFEMs.
Hypothesis 1.
The discrete spaces Σ h and U h satisfy the following inclusion properties
Hypothesis 2. The pair of spaces (Σ h , U h ) satisfies the discrete inf-sup condition
which implies the following equivalent inf-sup condition, see Brezzi and Fortin [10] for more details,
where
is the solution to the discrete problem (2.1) over T H ) and
Besides these hypotheses on the finite element subspaces, the a posteriori error estimator with reliability and efficiency is necessary in an adaptive algorithm, which will be described in the following Hypothesis 5.
Hypothesis 5. Let (σ, u) be the solution of (1.1) and (σ h , u h ) be the solution of (2.1) over a triangulation T h , there exist constants C Rel and C Ef f depending on the shape regularity of T h such that
We will in Section 5 show that the Raviart-Thomas and the Brezzi-Douglas-Marini elements for the Poisson and Stokes problems satisfy Hypotheses 1-5 in both two and three dimensions. We assume in the next two sections that these five hypotheses hold.
Discrete reliability and quasi-orthogonality
In this section we analyze discrete reliability of the estimator η, and also show quasi-orthogonality under the previous hypotheses. Compared to the analysis of both discrete reliability and quasiorthogonality in literature, see for instance, [6, 22, 20, 24, 29, 17] , the novelty of the analysis here is to equip the discrete displacement space U h with the discrete H 1 norm defined in (2.4). Then it is natural to endow the discrete stress space Σ h with the L 2 norm. Moreover, it allows us to make use of the equivalent form of the inf-sup condition (2.5).
and (σ H , u H ) be the solutions to the discrete problem (2.1) over the nested triangulations T h and T H respectively. Then there exists a constant C Drel such that
Proof. The main idea is to evoke Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 4 to control the discrete divergence free part and its orthogonal complementary, separately. To this end, let ξ h be the A projection of σ H onto the space Z h (0) with
By (2.3), the error σ h − σ H 2 A admits the following decomposition:
for any τ h ∈ Z h (0), it follows from (1.2) and Hypothesis 2 that
In the last equation we use div
By Hypothesis 3, a combination of (3.3) and (3.4) implies
Next, we analyze the second term on the right-hand side of (3.2) . By the definition of ξ h , and (2.3),
for any τ H ∈ Z H (0). Since div ξ h = 0, it follows from Hypothesis 4 that there exists ϕ h ∈ H h (curl, Ω) such that ξ h = curl ϕ h . Hence the decomposition from (2.9) with τ H = curl Π H ϕ h ∈ Σ H implies that there exist ψ ∈ H(curl, Ω) and φ ∈ L 2 (Ω) such that
with (A σ H , φ) = 0 and ψ satisfying (2.10). A summary of (3.6), (3.7) and (2.10) leads to
We need to estimate the term on the right hand side of (3.8). For the 2D case, an integration by parts plus (2.10) yield
Since div ξ h = 0, it follows from (1.2) that
which immediately implies
For the 3D case, a similar argument shows
Therefore,
Finally, the desired result follows from (3.2), (3.5), (3.9) and (3.10).
To establish quasi-orthogonality, we follow the idea of [22] to introduce the following problem:
be the solution of (1.1), (σ h , u h ) and (σ H , u H ) be the solutions to the discrete problem (2.1) over the nested triangulations T h and T H respectively, and let (σ h ,ũ h ) be the solution of (3.11). Then
Proof. By Hypothesis 1, the definitions of σ, σ h ,σ h and σ H imply (3.12) directly via
which, along with the relations div σ h = f h , divσ h = f H which follow from Hypothesis 1, the estimate (3.4) through Hypothesis 3, implies
This proves (3.13).
be the solution of (1.1), (σ h , u h ) and (σ H , u H ) be the solutions to the discrete problem (2.1) over the nested triangulations T h and T H respectively. Then
Thus, for any δ ≥ 0,
Proof. We follow the idea of [22, Theorem 3.2] . Let (σ h ,ũ h ) be the solution of (3.11). By Hypothesis 1 and Lemma 3.2,
Therefore, the estimate (3.16) follows from the inequality (3.13). By the identity
to prove (3.17) . In the last step, we have used the Young inequality.
Convergence and Optimality of AMFEM
In this section, we prove convergence and optimality of the adaptive mixed finite element methods. First we present the adaptive algorithms. In what follows, we replace the dependence on the actual mesh T by the iteration counter k.
Algorithm. Given an initial mesh T 0 and a marking parameter 0 < θ < 1, set k = 0 and iterate
• Solve on T k , to get the solution σ k .
• Compute the error estimator η = η(σ k , T k ).
• Mark the minimal element set M k , such that
• Refine each element K ∈ M k by the newest vertex bisection, and make some necessary completeness to get a refined conforming mesh T k+1 ; k = k + 1.
4.1.
Convergence. We follow the arguments in [21, 22, 29] to prove convergence of the above adaptive algorithms.
be the solution of (1.1), (σ k , u k ) and (σ k−1 , u k−1 ) be the solutions to the discrete problem (2.1) over the nested triangulations T k and T k−1 respectively. Then given any positive constant ǫ, there exist positive constants 0 < ρ < 1 (depending on the dimension) and β 2 (ǫ) such that
Proof. By the definition of η 2 (σ k , T k ), η 2 (σ k−1 , T k ), the trace theorem and the inverse inequality imply
An application of the Young inequality yields
Let N k = T k \T k−1 be the set of the new elements in T k but not in T k−1 , andM k−1 ⊆ T k−1 be the set of the elements which are refined. Notice that
is a polynomial in K; otherwise, its measure is at most half of that of some edge/face of T ∈ M k−1 and thus
Since some more elements are refined for the conformity of the triangulation, M k−1 ⊆M k−1 . Therefore,
This leads to
With ρ := 1 − 2
, a combination of (4.3) and (4.4) proves (4.1). As for (4.2), it is an immediate result of the definition of the mesh size h K .
In the next theorem, we establish convergence of the adaptive methods.
be the solution of (1.1), (σ k , u k ) and (σ k−1 , u k−1 ) be the solutions to the discrete problem (2.1) over the nested triangulations T k and T k−1 respectively. Then there exist positive constants 0 < α < 1, β > 0, γ > 0 such that
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.3, (4.1) and (4.2) that
Now the choice of γ = β2(ǫ)
1−δ and β = C0 ρδ(1−δ) leads to
Since M k−1 ⊂ T k−1 \T k , the marking strategy in adaptive Algorithm implies that
A substitution of this inequality into the previous one yields
By the definition of ǫ k−1 , we have for any 0 < α < 1,
Hypothesis 5 states
This inequality plus the inequality give
To ensure ǫ k − αǫ k−1 ≤ 0, the factor α can be chosen such that
4.2.
Optimality. Let T 0 be an initial quasi-uniform triangulation with #T 0 > 2, and let T N be the set of all possible triangulations T which is generated from T 0 with at most N elements more than T 0 . For s > 0 we define the approximation class A s as
Lemma 4.3. Given a parameter
let (σ, u) be the solution of (1.1), (σ h , u h ) and (σ H , u H ) be the solutions to the discrete problem (2.1) over T h and T H , satisfying
Proof. On one hand, from Theorem 3.1 it holds
On the other hand, from Theorem 3.3 and the Young inequality it holds
The condition (4.6), the lower bound in Hypothesis 5, and the relation
A combination of (4.7) and (4.8) yields
from which, and the definition of α ′ and the restriction on θ, we obtain the desired result.
Lemma 4.4. Let (σ, u) be the solution of (1.1), (σ h , u h ) and (σ H , u H ) be the solutions to the discrete problem (2.1) over T h and T H , there exists a constant C 1 > 0 such that
Proof. From (3.17) and (4.2), for any 0 < δ < 1, it holds
which implies the desired result.
Theorem 4.5. Let M k be a set of marked elements with minimal cardinality, (σ, u) the solution of (1.1), and (T k , Σ k , σ k , u k ) the sequence of triangulations, finite element spaces and discrete solutions produced by the adaptive finite element methods with the marking parameter θ in Lemma 4.3. It holds that
where α ′ is defined in Lemma 4.3, C 1 in Lemma 4.4, and C 2 only depends on the shape regularity of T 0 .
Proof. We set ε = α ′ C −1
where α ′ is from Lemma 4.3, and C 1 from Lemma 4.4. Since (σ, f ) ∈ A s , there exist a refinement of T 0 , say, T ε , and σ ε ∈ Σ Tε such that
Let T * be the overlay of T ε and T k , and (σ * , u * ) be the corresponding discrete solution on T * . Since T * is a refinement of T ε , it follows from Lemma 4.4 that
here T k \T * is similarly defined asR. Note that the marking step in the adaptive Algorithm with θ chooses a subset of M k ⊂ T k with minimal cardinality so that the same property holds. Therefore, there exists a constant C 2 depending on the shape regularity of T 0 such that
By the definition of ε, a combination of the above inequalities shows
Theorem 4.6. Let M k be a set of marked elements with minimal cardinality, (σ, u) the solution of (1.1), and (T k , Σ k , σ k , u k ) the sequence of triangulations, finite element spaces and discrete solutions produced by the adaptive finite element methods with the marking parameter θ in Lemma 4.3. Then it holds that
We use the result #T k − #T 0 k−1 j=0 #M j from [39] , and the upper bound of #M j in Theorem 4.5, to obtain that
From the convergence result in Theorem 4.2 we have ǫ N ≤ α N −j ǫ j for any 0 ≤ j ≤ N − 1, which, along with the fact
Since α < 1, the term
The definition of µ leads to
Applications
In this section, we present two examples which satisfy these five hypotheses. The first example is the mixed finite element of the Poisson equation; the second one is the mixed finite element of the Stokes problem within the pseudostress-velocity formulation. For both the 2D and 3D, we prove that the Raviart-Thomas and Brezzi-Douglas-Marini elements satisfy Hypotheses 1-5 in Section 2. Hence the corresponding adaptive algorithms converge at the optimal rate in the nonlinear approximation sense.
In the sequel, we use superscript P to denote the subspace or operator for the Poisson problem, and S to denote the subspace or operator for the Stokes problem.
5.1. The Poisson problem. The Raviart-Thomas element spaces [10] are defined for k ≥ 0 by
and
Here P k (K) denotes the space of polynomials of degree at most k over K. The Brezzi-Douglas-Marini element spaces [10] are defined for k ≥ 0 by
and In order to check Hypothesis 4, we need the following two spaces:
where 
Lemma 5.3. [37, Theorem 1] There exists an operator I H : H(curl, Ω; R 3 ) → N D H,1 with the following properties: For every ϕ ∈ H(curl, Ω; R 3 ), there exist ψ ∈ H 1 (Ω; R 3 ) and w ∈ H 1 (Ω; R) such that ϕ − I H ϕ = ψ + grad w,
Now we are ready to present the following theorem. 
Let τ h = (τ 1 , · · · , τ d ) T , and defineτ
This proves Hypothesis 2. 
